TownShift: Suburb into City
A design competition for envisioning the future
of Surrey
By Jacqueline Lowe, BLA, BCSLA Intern, LEED AP

Welcome to the City of Surrey – “The
Future Lives Here.” Whoever developed the
new slogan for this emerging metropolis
insightfully summed what the province’s
fastest growing city will mean to many of its
new residents.
In the design world, to use the words future
and here in the same sentence usually
implies that a person could look and imagine
how a space will develop. To use these same
words in reference to a city implies vision
and planning — it requires knowing how
people live. With the City Centre neighbourhood of Surrey established, the focus of
planning has turned to the city’s many other
constituent neighbourhoods. An estimated
one thousand people move to the city every
month, which is pressuring the municipality
to ensure that all of Surrey’s neighbourhoods
are developing sustainably. This means a clear
vision for living expressed through density,
form, community connections, and transit
opportunities. TownShift was created to
help develop this vision.
The TownShift design competition opened
in November 2009 to the public on the
national and international scale. Its focus
was to engage people for ideas on anything
from master planning through to landscape
standards on a variety of scales at five
different neighbourhood sites. Each site was
described in its particular challenges and
requests for strategies. Participants were
allowed to enter conceptual designs on any
one or all five of the sites, provided it met
the competition requirements. Although the
focus of the competition was on sites in
Surrey, the challenges expressed in each of
the five categories were representative of
growing cities around the world. The five
categories, as described in the competition
brief, included:
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Cloverdale: Round-Up – Building
Affordability
Focus: “How can we add housing density near
a historic district that builds retail vitality and
enlivens public spaces?”
Fleetwood: Marker – Shaping Gateway
Identity
Focus: “How can the designs of architects
or artists demark and celebrate otherwise
nameless suburbs, whose boundaries are not
known even by their own residents?”
Guildford: Cornered – Place-Making at
Mall’s Edge
Focus: “How do we temper busy arterial streets;
what do we do with the dreary corners of
regional shopping mall parking lots; how do
we shape gateways to new cities?”
Newton: New Town – Connecting Density
to Transit
Focus: “What do you do with the unsafe and
unloved spaces around the bus exchange
or recreation centre; how can transit shape the
renewal of suburban hubs; how do we shape
the mixed-use heart and public spaces
appropriate to a postmodern suburb?”
Semiahmoo: Up – Forming Plaza through
Residential Towers
Focus: “Can high rise residential towers—
located very close to bungalows and low-tothe-ground apartments be designed in scale
and counterpoise, helping to animate arterial
streets and pay for a new civic plaza?”
Design submissions were submitted in January
2010 and reviewed by a panel of acclaimed
judges for winner selection. The international
response was overwhelmingly positive with 20
countries responding and 138 design concepts
submitted. The judges selected 27 finalists and
awarded the top entrants from each category
with cash prizes totalling $75,000. A display of
the submissions was assembled at the SFU
campus during the 2010 Games. Finalist
submissions and information on the winners
is currently available at www.townshift.ca. SL
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All Images Courtesy of TownShift Competition Organizers.
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